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Executive Summary 
 

This deliverable details the benchmark results from running the FacetBench program against 
the Virtuoso SPARQL engine during the third year of the project and comparing with the year two 
results where possible. Geospatial clustering and Virtuoso Characteristic Sets (CS) are applied to the 
workloads as enhancements of rearranging storage according to geospatial criteria and use of 
Structure-Aware RDF Storage using characteristic sets. All of them together made a significant 
scalability and performance progress that can be observed from the metrics of the geospatial 
benchmark.
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1.  Introduction  
 

The main goal of this deliverable is to summarize the performance evaluation results of Virtuoso 
with enhancements developed within the last project year, and compare with the evaluation results 
from the end of the second year. 

In the previous deliverables D1.3.1 (GeoKnow Consortium, 2013) and D1.3.2 (GeoKnow 
Consortium, 2014) we specified the setup and configuration of the GeoKnow Benchmarking 
laboratory, gave the query descriptions in detail, and presented benchmark results running the 
FacetBench program against Virtuoso SQL, Virtuoso SPARQL1 and PostGIS2. Also, at the end of 
previous year, in the deliverable D1.3.3, we presented all the benchmark metrics showing the 
current evaluation of Virtuoso SPARQL engine (GeoKnow Consortium, 2015), that will be used as a 
point of reference for measuring the progress being made during the third project year. The 
benchmark is focused on addressing practical challenges in the Geo Browsing components, as 
developed by the University of Leipzig3  and emulates heavy drill-down style online access patterns 
and accessing large volumes of thematic data. 

 

 

Figure 1: Linked Geodata Browser 

 

                                            

1 http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/ 

2 http://postgis.net/ 

3 http://browser.linkedgeodata.org 
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With Virtuoso SPARQL, we will compare only scale-out server version, a cloud-based instance of 
Virtuoso, where one logical database is served by a collection of server processes spread over a 
cluster of machines, although in the previous year we had results for single server as well, because 
all the Virtuoso enhancements from this year are related to scale-out capabilities. We will compare 
this year’s results with previous ones. 

 

1.1 Outline 

 

Section 2 describes the dataset used in these sets of experiments, with only minor changes in the 
dataset used one year ago. This section provides a comparison of these two datasets, as well. 

In Section 3 we present the system setup used in the benchmark. We give details regarding 
hardware specification, as well as Virtuoso cluster configuration. 

Section 4 is the main section of this deliverable, and contains the benchmark results and their 
comparison with last year’s results. The definition of the query workload is repeated. The 
explanations why index based query plans are better than hash joins are given. The query generator 
is updated in order to produce a new variant of queries with IN operator instead of UNION 
operator. 

In Section 5 we make some conclusions, while Section 6 is an appendix containing the full list of 
query plans. 
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2.  Dataset Description 
 

The dataset used in the experiments described in this deliverable were derived from Open Street 
Map (OSM) project4. More precisely, it is a dump of Open Street Map dataset from August 2015, 
converted to RDF with Sparqlify5 using the Linked Geodata (LGD)6 mappings covering the entire 
planet. 

The procedure for generating RDF dumps from the .osm files downloaded from the website of 
the project is described in detail in the deliverable D1.3.1. Each week, a new and complete copy of 
all data in Open Street Map is made available as both a compressed XML file and a custom PBF 
format file. PBF Format (Protocolbuffer Binary Format) is primarily intended as an alternative to the 
XML format. For this purpose, we have used it because of the following reasons: it is about half of 
the size of a gzipped planet and about 30% smaller than a bzipped planet. It is also about 5x faster 
to write than a gzipped planet and 6x faster to read than a gzipped planet. The format was 
designed to support future extensibility and flexibility. 

Osmosis7, a command line Java application for processing OSM data, is the only tool that 
touches raw OSM data. In addition to compressed XML, it supports reading from this binary format, 
as well. We have used the Osmosis API with option --read-pbf (--rb) instead of --read-xml (--rx) used in 
the previous experiments. 

The modifications of LGD mappings (non-existence of an intermediate node between the subject 
with the OSM properties and the geometry, parallelization of the process for better performance, 
etc.) are described in deliverable D1.3.3. 

One more change introduced this time was sorting the output RDF data. RDF data produced by 
the Sparqlify tool is primarily sorted according to predicate. We prepared the pipeline where the 
output of this tool was redirected to the input of a sort program. The outcome is a generated RDF 
dataset in order of subject, while the second criterion is the predicate. Doing this, the export 
procedure will take longer, but the loading of the data will be much more stable and faster, which 
was our intention. This is the case because of the data locality and the disc speed. 

In the following table, we present the sizes of the dataset. 

Property Value 

Size of the dataset in PBF format 29GB 

Size of the dataset in compressed RDF N-Triple format 256GB 

Number of triples 50.093bn 

Number of nodes 2.98bn 

                                            

4 https://www.openstreetmap.org/about 

5 http://aksw.org/Projects/Sparqlify.html 

6 http://linkedgeodata.org/About 

7 http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osmosis  
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Number of ways 0.302bn 

Number of waynodes 3.535bn 

Table 1: Sizes of the dataset 

The counts of the top properties in the dataset are as follows (in millions): 

Predicate Count 

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type 10550 

http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/hasseq 3575 

http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/hasnode 3535 

http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/hasway 3535 

http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/changeset 3165 

http://purl.org/dc/terms/modified 3165 

http://purl.org/dc/terms/contributor 3165 

http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/version 3165 

http://geovocab.org/geometry#geometry 3165 

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#long 2862 

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#lat 2862 

Table 2: Distribution of Predicates 

 

Unlike the previous year when we had used snapshot schema, this time we have used pgsimple 
schema of OSM (GeoKnow Consortium, 2013), so we had not to create derived tables node_tags, 
way_tags and relation_tags and their indices (GeoKnow Consortium, 2015). 

 

2.1 Growth of the Dataset 

 

The dataset used in the first year’s experiments was from September 2013, and contained 
approximately 2 billion of geometries and 20 billion of triples. In the second year of project, we 
used the OSM dataset downloaded one year later, with 2.6 billion of geometries, while the total 
count of the dataset was 37 billion of triples. In the previous chapter we gave the detailed 
descriptions of the dataset used in the experiments from this year, but here, for the purpose of 
comparison, we repeat the total numbers: 3.2 billions of geometries and 50 billions of triples. These 
numbers are presented in the following Table 3: The sizes of the dataset during the project. 

Year of 
the 

project 

Number of 
geometries (in 

billions) 

Number of 
triples (in 
billions) 

1 2 20 

http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/hasseq
http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/hasway
http://purl.org/dc/terms/modified
http://purl.org/dc/terms/contributor
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2 2.6 37 

3 3.2 50 

Table 3: The sizes of the dataset during the project 

So, this year we have 23% more geometries and 35% more triples in total than last year. In 
FacetBench, the only geometries that are relevant are points, and if we compare their counts, we will 
notice the increase of 22%. All of these conclusions can be verified on the official OSM statistics 
webpage8, from which the following figure was taken.  

 

Figure 2: OSM statistics 

  

                                            

8 http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Stats 
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3.  System Setup 
 

In the deliverable D2.5.1 (GeoKnow Consortium, 2015) we have presented in detail the system 
setup that we have used in these experiments. Here, for the purpose of completeness of this 
deliverable and comparisons with results from previous years, we repeat the major characteristics of 
the system being tested. 

 

3.1 Amazon Cluster 

 

All the benchmarks whose results are presented in this deliverable were performed on cloud-
computing platform offered by Amazon.com (AWS)9. On these services, there are a lot of proposed 
instances that a user can choose, based on his needs. The cluster we have selected is made of 4 
memory optimized machines of type r3.8xlarge, thus each machine has 104ECUs, 32 cCPUs, 2.5 
GHz, Intel Xeon E5-2670v2, 244 GiB memory, 2 x 320 GiB Storage Capacity, and 10 Gigabit 
Ethernet. 

The major problem with this configuration is small and not persistent storage, so we have added 
3TB of permanent storage per machine – Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS). These discs are low-
latency SSDs with consistent I/O performance. 

For someone who wants to reproduce the results we got, we have prepared publically 
accessible Amazon Machine Image (AMI) with id ami-891b59ec that consists of a template for the 
root volume of the instance, and snapshots of EBS volumes containing datasets, database files, 
configuration scripts, ETL scripts, etc. 

Controlling of the Amazon cluster can be done from Amazon EC2 Management Console that is 
suitable for beginners, and from AWS Command Line Interface (CLI) that is more suitable for 
experienced users of AWS. For purpose of making this procedure simple and automate this process, 
we prepared scripts for: 

 Creating a cluster 
 Launching a cluster 
 Attaching and mounting EBS volumes 
 Terminating a cluster 
 Deleting a cluster 

Each of these scripts are explained in D2.5.1 and their source code is given in the Appendix.  

 

                                            

9 https://aws.amazon.com/ 
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3.2 Virtuoso Cluster Setup 

 

In order to make all of these benchmark tasks easier to reproduce, we provided configuration 
scripts for Virtuoso cluster. Their responsibility is to generate all the necessary configuration files for 
Virtuoso with specific properties enabled, as well as to copy them where they belong and to start the 
cluster. This procedure is also explained in the deliverable D2.5.1. 

4.  Benchmark Results 
 

In the deliverable D1.3.1 (GeoKnow Consortium, 2013), we presented the benchmark metrics, 
and the reporting template containing all the metrics. In this section, we give the benchmark results 
obtained at the end of the project. The tested system is Virtuoso SPARQL. 

 

4.1 Query Workload 

 

The query workload for which we present the results was detailed in D1.3.1, but we repeat the 
basics of it. The selection of the queries in the workload is based on the common requests of a user 
dealing with the Linked Geodata browser10.  The workload mimics a browsing user in a query run.  
A query run, based on a random seed, deterministically picks 10 center points, and executes 12 
steps (12 different zoom levels), each step consisting of two queries: the Facet Count Query and one 
Instance (Aggregation) Query.  Thus the workload in total consists of 240 queries. This year, we 
have used the same seed as last year. 

The benchmark tested how the system behaves when it handles one user at a time (power run - 1 
stream row), of 16 users for the throughput run (16 streams row). It calculates how many queries can 
be finish per second (PagePerSec), and it reports this number divided by the dollar cost of the system 
being tested (PagePerSec/K$). These metrics are measured separately for each step (1-12) from the 
query workload for different zoom levels. The geometric mean of metrics stored in columns from 
step01 to step06 is written in the column Low Zoom Score (LZS), providing us information on the 
ability of the system to cope with low zoom level queries. Similarly, the High Zoom Score (HZS) is 
reported, as well as the total score. 

 

4.2 Hash Joins VS Index Based Plans 

 

All of the accelerations we expect here are the consequences of the enhancements introduced in 
the deliverable D2.5.1 (GeoKnow Consortium, 2015), primarily characteristic sets (CS) and 
geospatial clustering. In the conclusion of the mentioned deliverable it is presented that the main 

                                            

10 http://browser.linkedgeodata.org/ 
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benefits of these optimizations are decreased network traffic and locality of the data. In order to 
achieve that, the query optimizer must give the priority to the index based plans, instead of hash 
joins. An index based plan with high locality of reference and no cross partition communication will 
outperform a hash join due to better CPU cache behaviour. 

Here, we will verify this conclusion. We will take one example from query workload, Facet 
Count Query: 

sparql select ?f as ?facet count(?s) as ?cnt 

where 

{ 

   ?s <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> ?f . 

   ?s http://geovocab.org/geometry#geometry ?p . 

   filter (bif:st_intersects(bif:st_geomfromtext(“BOX(2.2252 50.8036, 6.7252 53.0536)”), p)) 

} 

group by ?f 

order by desc(?cnt) 

limit 50 

 

This query could possibly have 2 query plans: 

i) Index based query plan 

In this case, query execution starts with the geo index, finding all the geometries that are 
in the specified rectangle (in this example 120 millions of them). Based on the geometry 
found, and predicate ‘##geometry’ it will find all the subjects that are located in the 
requested area from index RDF_QUAD_POGS. These results will be joined with 
characteristic set of nodes, and at the end the type of subject will be found from index 
RDF_QUAD. During this execution of the query, 29503 messages are interchanged 
between nodes in cluster, 634 bytes per message, producing 18.7MB of network traffic. 
CPU utilization during execution was high: 11876%, with the execution time being 
3318msec. 

ii) By hash join 

The alternative execution plan is to make a hash table from all the subjects whose 
geometries are in the requested area, while on the probe side there is RDF_QUAD_POGS 
index where the predicate is ‘##type’. Here, we have 6992205 messages and 2018 
bytes per message on average, so 14.1GB of network traffic. The CPU utilization was 
very low, only 320%, because most of the time servers waited for network, with the 
execution time being 235071msec. 

The main differences in the executions of queries using these plans are summarized in the next table. 
It is obvious that index based query plans are far better than plans by hash joins, primarily because 
of the reduced network traffic. This situation holds for one half of all the queries in the workload, thus 
there is no need to run the whole benchmark with hash-join enabled. Doing so, all the benefits from 
D2.5.1 will be unutilized. Both query plans are listed in the Appendix.  

Type of 
plan 

Number of 
messages 

Bytes per 
message 

Network 
traffic (in 

GB) 

CPU 
utilization 

Execution 
time (in 
msec) 

Index based 29503 624 0.018 11876% 3318 

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type
http://geovocab.org/geometry#geometry
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Hash join 6992205 2018 14.1 320% 235071 

Table 4: Comparison of index based and hash based query plans 

 

4.3 Virtuoso SPARQL Results 

 

In this section, we present the results of the benchmark run over RDF data loaded into Virtuoso in 
a cluster setup (Table 5). There were 8 server processes spread over the 4 machines specified in the 
previous section. 

FacetBench 1.0 (SF=1) 

hardware            4x (Xeon E5-2670v2, 244 GiB memory, 3TB SSD, 10 Gigabit Ethernet) 

Software Virtuoso v7 

 Linux 2.6 

Price $26.000 @ December 31, 2014 

database size 1.5TB 

bulk load time 2.1Mt/s 

Metrics: 

PagePerSec 

PagePerSec/K$ 

step01  

Z=0 

step02 

Z=1 

step03 

Z=2 

step04 

Z=3 

step05 

Z=4 

step06 

Z=4 

Low 

zoom  

Score 

step07 

Z=5 

step08 

Z=5 

step09 

Z=6 

step10 

Z=6 

step11 

Z=7 

step12 

Z=7 

High 

zoom  

Score 

LGB 

Total 

Score 

1 stream 0.0674027 0.199207 0.539811 1.24828 2.17533 2.23564 0.594294 

0.02/K$ 

0.295003 

 

0.293936 

 

0.73714 

 

0.58599 

 

1.85014 

 

1.2192 

 

0.66253 

0.03/K$ 

0.627485 

0.02/K$ 

16 streams 0.0988568 

 

0.16999 0.302856 

 

0.509401 

 

0.905643 

 

0.95825 

 

0.362135 

0.01/K$ 

0.940636 

 

0.945507 2.83191 2.18753 

 

6.28015 

 

4.41585 

 

2.31138 

0.09/K$ 

0.914894 

0.04/K$ 

Table 5: Virtuoso SPARQL results 

 

From Table 5, we can conclude that the average execution time of low zoom level queries is 
1.95s, while the average of the high zoom levels is 0.93s, giving us the total average of 1.44s. 
These values are for the power run, and the following are for the throughput run with 16 users: low 
zoom level – 31.53s; high zoom level – 4.59s; average – 18.06s.  

 

4.4 Comparison of Results from this and the Previous Year 

 

The following table contains the main metrics from this and the previous year for the sake of 
comparison (more is better). 

Year LZS 
(1 user) 

HZS 
(1 user) 

Total 
(1 user) 

LZS 
(16 user) 

HZS 
(16 user) 

Total 
(16 user) 
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Previous year 0.251487 1.38284 0.589719 0.217167 1.1822 0.506689 

This year 0.594294 0.66253 0.627485 0.362135 2.31138 0.914894 

Table 6: Main metrics from this and previous year 

From the following graphs, representing average execution times, it can be concluded that for 
single user, on the low zoom level queries are faster by 32%, on high zoom level they are slower 
more than 2 times, giving us the total speed-up of 12%, while for multiple users (16 streams) we 
have speed-ups of 35%, 43% and on average 36%. The slowdown on high zoom level for a single 
user will be explained and overcome in the next section. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of average query execution times (1 stream) 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of average query execution times (16 streams) 

 

4.5 Operator IN 

If we take a closer look at the results and compare them query by query with results from the 
previous year, it will be obvious that Facet Count Query is faster this year, but Instance 
(Aggregation) Query is not. The main problem lies in the UNION operator presented in these 
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queries. This operator cannot utilize physical data layout, and it will not decrease network traffic as 
expected. 

Because of that reason, we rewrote these queries, and instead of a UNION operator, we used a 
IN operator. For example, the old Instance Query: 

 

sparql select ?s as ?instance ?f as ?facet ?a as ?lat ?o as ?lon 

where 

{ 

  { 

    ?s  <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> ?f 

    filter (?f = <http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/Village>) 

  } 

  union 

  { 

    ?s  <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> ?f 

    filter (?f = <http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/School>) 

  } 

  union 

  { 

    ?s  <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> ?f 

    filter (?f = <http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/Peak>) 

  } 

  union 

  { 

    ?s  <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> ?f 

    filter (?f = <http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/PostBox>) 

  } 

  . 

  ?s  <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#lat> ?a ; 

      <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#long> ?o . 

  ?s <http://geovocab.org/geometry#geometry> ?p . 

  filter(bif:st_intersects(bif:st_geomfromtext("BOX(4.77089 45.6938, 5.05214 45.8344)"), ?p)) 

} 

became: 

sparql select ?s as ?instance ?f as ?facet ?a as ?lat ?o as ?lon 

where 

{ 

  { 

    ?s  <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> ?f 

    filter (?f in (<http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/Village>, 

                   <http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/School>, 

                   <http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/Peak>, 

                   <http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/PostBox>)) 

  } . 

  ?s  <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#lat> ?a ; 

      <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#long> ?o . 

  ?s <http://geovocab.org/geometry#geometry> ?p . 

  filter(bif:st_intersects(bif:st_geomfromtext("BOX(4.77089 45.6938, 5.05214 45.8344)"), ?p)) 

} 

Very similar transformations are applied to the Instance Aggregation Query, as well. 

The Query generator mentioned in the deliverable D1.3.1 (GeoKnow Consortium, 2013) has 
been changed to support this new query variant. Until now, the method used in the generator could 
be: 

 0 for queries without a geospatial support of RDF database system 
 1 for queries with spatial intersection within a radius 
 2 for QuadTiles11 
 3 for queries with spatial intersection within a radius 

                                            

11 http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/QuadTiles 
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But now, we have added one more option: 

 4 for use of operator IN instead of UNION 

 

4.6 Virtuoso SPARQL Results (Operator IN) 

 

In this section, we present the same report template, but for queries generated with the 
modifications explained in the previous section. 

 

FacetBench 1.0 (SF=1) 

hardware            4x (Xeon E5-2670v2, 244 GiB memory, 3TB SSD, 10 Gigabit Ethernet) 

Software Virtuoso v7 

 Linux 2.6 

Price $26.000 @ December 31, 2014 

database size 1.5TB 

bulk load time 2.1Mt/s 

Metrics: 

PagePerSec 

PagePerSec/K$ 

step01  

Z=0 

step02 

Z=1 

step03 

Z=2 

step04 

Z=3 

step05 

Z=4 

step06 

Z=4 

Low 

zoom  

Score 

step07 

Z=5 

step08 

Z=5 

step09 

Z=6 

step10 

Z=6 

step11 

Z=7 

step12 

Z=7 

High 

zoom  

Score 

LGB 

Total 

Score 

1 stream 0.152579 0.456059 1.20308 2.82326 4.9776 4.63822 1.3267 

0.05/K$ 

0.992753 

 

0.984543 

 

2.51699 

 

2.23314 

 

8.24402 

 

4.33088 

 

2.4096 

0.09/K$ 

1.78796 

0.07/K$ 

16 streams 0.230512 

 

0.389362 0.713438 

 

1.33269 

 

2.45983 

 

2.49576 

 

0.897895 

0.03/K$ 

2.83979 

 

2.84382 8.79428 6.79812 

 

18.9826 

 

13.5326 

 

7.05634 

0.27/K$ 

2.51711 

0.1/K$ 

Table 7: Virtuoso SPARQL results (operator IN) 

 

For 1 stream, the average execution time of low zoom level queries is 0.86s, while the average 
of the high zoom levels is 0.27s, giving us the total average of 0.56s. These values are for the 
power run, and the following ones are for the throughput run with 16 users: low zoom level – 
13.29s; high zoom level – 1.49s; average – 7.39s.  

If we compare these numbers representing the averages with the IN operator against averages 
with the UNION operator presented in the previous chapter, we will get speed-ups of a factor from 
2.27 to 3.44. The following figures verify this conclusion. 
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Figure 5: In operator VS Union operator (1 stream) 

 

 

Figure 6: In operator VS Union operator (16 streams) 

These numbers represent the full benefits of the optimizations introduced in the deliverable 
D2.5.1 (GeoKnow Consortium, 2015), thus the progress related to geospatial benchmark made in 
the last year of the project will be summarized in the next section. 

 

4.7 The Second Comparison of Results from this and the Previous Year 

 

Taking into account the modifications of the Instance (Aggregation) Queries, we will update the 
table and figures that are contained in the Section 4.4.  

Year LZS 
(1 user) 

HZS 
(1 user) 

Total 
(1 user) 

LZS 
(16 user) 

HZS 
(16 user) 

Total 
(16 user) 

Previous year 0.251487 1.38284 0.589719 0.217167 1.1822 0.506689 
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This year 1.3267 2.4096 1.78796 0.897895 7.05634 2.51711 

Table 8: Main metrics from this and previous year 

 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of average query execution times (1 stream) 

 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of average query execution times (16 streams) 

Now, it is obvious that the average query execution times are shorter this year than the previous 

one by factor from 1.48 to 5.43. More precisely, the speed-up on single stream is 2.93, while in 
multiuser scenario it is 3.82.  

Comparing these results, one should have in mind the different hardware used in the 
experiments. This year, we have used cluster of 4 machines, and 8 Virtuoso processes, while 
previously the cluster of 2 machines with 4 Virtuoso processes was used. Also, the specifications of 
the machines are different, but comparable (Xeon E5-2670, 2.5GHz vs Xeon E5-2630, 2.33GHz). 
Network specification was almost the same, while the disc configuration does not have any influence 
on the query execution here. So, roughly speaking, the hardware is 2 times more powerful this year, 
but the speed-up is between 3 and 4 times. 
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Also, while comparing achievements from this and the previous year, we should consider that 
dataset is bigger by at least 25%. This fact only increases the progress made in the last year of the 
project. 
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5.  Conclusion 
 

In this deliverable, we used the Benchmarking System presented in the previous deliverables to 
evaluate the performance of Virtuoso SPARQL with the newer OSM dataset from this year, and 
compared them with the results from the previous year in as much as possible. The dataset was 
bigger than last year, the hardware was doubled, but still the total speed-up was a factor of 3 
greater. In general, this is the consequence of the implementation of the new Virtuoso Structure-
Aware RDF Store feature, using Characteristic Sets and Geospatial clustering. 

In the Description of Work of this project, we envisioned scalability up to 25 billion triples and 
query times below 0.5s, but in this final deliverable we presented the benchmark results from the 
experiments with more than 50 billion triples, and average query execution times of 0.56s for a 
power run, while 7.39s was the average in scenario with 16 users (7.39 / 16 = 0.46s).  We can 
therefore conclude that the results of this task overall have exceeded expectations.  
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6. Appendix 
 

6.1 Query Plan with Hash-join 

 

{  

time   2.9e-07% fanout         1 input         1 rows 

time      0.38% fanout         1 input         1 rows 

{ hash filler 

wait time     0.014% of exec real time, fanout         0 

QF { 

time    0.0035% fanout         0 input         0 rows 

Stage 1 

time        20% fanout    940232 input       128 rows 

geo 3 st_intersects (CONTAINS (<tag 238 c BOX2D(2.2252 50.8036,6.7252 53.0536)>) 

node on DB.DBA.RDF_GEO     2e+08 rows 

d_id 

time        28% fanout   0.86707 input 1.2035e+08 rows 

RDF_QUAD_POGS         1 rows(txs_s.S) 

 P =  ##geometry  ,  O = k_d_id 

time       1.1% fanout         1 input 1.04352e+08 rows 

Stage 2 

time       6.1% fanout         1 input 1.04352e+08 rows 

DB.DBA.nodes_cset_cv_8     2e+08 rows(c9.S) 

 S = q_txs_s.S 

time      0.42% fanout         0 input 1.04352e+08 rows 

Sort hf 132      2e+08 rows(c9.S) -> () 

  

} 

} 

Subquery 138  

{  

time   5.6e-07% fanout         1 input         1 rows 

{ fork 

time    0.0013% fanout         1 input         1 rows 

{ fork 

wait time        85% of exec real time, fanout         0 

QF { 

time   6.4e-05% fanout         0 input         0 rows 

Stage 1 

time       7.2% fanout    346867 input       128 rows 

RDF_QUAD_POGS   3.6e+08 rows(t6.S, t6.O) 

 inlined  P =  ##type  

hash partition+bloom by 136 () 

time        18% fanout  0.520608 input 7.23322e+08 rows 

Stage 2 

time        17% fanout   0.28999 input 7.23322e+08 rows 

Hash source 132       0.066 rows(q_t6.S) -> () 

time         2% fanout         0 input 2.09756e+08 rows 

Sort (set_no, t6.O) -> (inc) 

  

} 

} 
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time     8e-06% fanout       711 input         1 rows 

group by read node   

(gb_set_no, t6.O, aggregate) 

time   1.6e-05% fanout         0 input       711 rows 

Sort (aggregate) -> (t6.O) 

  

} 

time   7.5e-05% fanout        50 input         1 rows 

top order by read (t6.O, aggregate) 

  

After code: 

      0: QNode { 

time         0% fanout         0 input         0 rows 

dpipe 

t6.O -> __RO2SQ -> __ro2sq 

} 

  

      2: cnt :=  := artm aggregate 

      6: facet :=  := artm __ro2sq 

      10: BReturn 0 

time   3.8e-07% fanout         0 input        50 rows 

Subquery Select(facet, cnt) 

} 

  

After code: 

      0: QNode { 

time         0% fanout         0 input         0 rows 

dpipe 

cnt -> __RO2SQ -> cnt 

facet -> __RO2SQ -> facet 

} 

  

      2: BReturn 0 

time   4.3e-07% fanout         0 input        50 rows 

Select (facet, cnt) 

} 

 

 

 235071 msec 360% cpu, 2.24684e+08 rnd 1.0675e+10 seq    99.859% same seg   

0.11733% same pg  

 6992205 messages      2018 bytes/m,        85% clw 

Compilation: 6 msec 0 reads         0% read 0 messages         0% clw 

 

5 Rows. -- 235100 msec. 

 

 

6.2 Index Based Query Plan 

 

{  

time   6.4e-07% fanout         1 input         1 rows 

Subquery 28  

{  

time   9.7e-07% fanout         1 input         1 rows 

{ fork 

time    0.0015% fanout         1 input         1 rows 
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{ fork 

wait time      0.33% of exec real time, fanout         0 

QF { 

time   0.00029% fanout         0 input         0 rows 

Stage 1 

time        34% fanout    940232 input       128 rows 

geo 3 st_intersects (CONTAINS (<tag 238 c BOX2D(2.2252 50.8036,6.7252 53.0536)>) 

node on DB.DBA.RDF_GEO     2e+08 rows 

d_id 

time        48% fanout   0.86707 input 1.2035e+08 rows 

RDF_QUAD_POGS         1 rows(txs_s.S) 

 P =  ##geometry  ,  O = k_d_id 

time       1.1% fanout         1 input 1.04352e+08 rows 

Stage 2 

time        11% fanout         1 input 1.04352e+08 rows 

DB.DBA.nodes_cset_cv_8     2e+08 rows(c9.S) 

 S = q_txs_s.S 

time       3.6% fanout   2.01009 input 1.04352e+08 rows 

RDF_QUAD       1.2 rows(t6.O) 

 inlined  P =  ##type  ,  S = c9.S 

time       2.1% fanout         0 input 2.09756e+08 rows 

Sort (t6.O) -> (inc) 

  

} 

} 

time   9.4e-06% fanout       711 input         1 rows 

group by read node   

(t6.O, aggregate) 

time   2.2e-05% fanout         0 input       711 rows 

Sort (aggregate) -> (t6.O) 

  

} 

time    0.0001% fanout        50 input         1 rows 

top order by read (t6.O, aggregate) 

  

After code: 

      0: QNode { 

time         0% fanout         0 input         0 rows 

dpipe 

t6.O -> __RO2SQ -> __ro2sq 

} 

  

      2: cnt :=  := artm aggregate 

      6: facet :=  := artm __ro2sq 

      10: BReturn 0 

time   3.6e-07% fanout         0 input        50 rows 

Subquery Select(facet, cnt) 

} 

  

After code: 

      0: QNode { 

time         0% fanout         0 input         0 rows 

dpipe 

cnt -> __RO2SQ -> cnt 

facet -> __RO2SQ -> facet 

} 

  

      2: BReturn 0 

time   3.5e-07% fanout         0 input        50 rows 
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Select (facet, cnt) 

} 

 

 

 3268 msec 11876% cpu, 3.29015e+08 rnd 2.31182e+08 seq   99.8373% same seg  

0.139508% same pg  

 29503 messages       634 bytes/m,      0.49% clw 

Compilation: 2 msec 0 reads         0% read 0 messages         0% clw 
 

5 Rows. -- 3318 msec. 
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